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Everest Group names Capgemini a Leader in DevOps Services

Paris, October 17, 2019 – Capgemini announced that it has been named a Leader in Everest
Group’s inaugural PEAK MatrixTM1 assessment for DevOps Services. Capgemini was recognized
for its “well-articulated DevOps vision encompassing organizational design, culture, architecture,
process and automation.”
The DevOps Services PEAK Matrix 2019 assessment, analyzed the capabilities of twenty providers, based on
its evaluation criteria of vision and capability along with market impact. The report further recognized
Capgemini’s “wide range of DevOps solutions catering to unique enterprise demands across low to high
levels of DevOps maturity.”
André Cichowlas, Head of Delivery at Capgemini, said: “We are thrilled to be recognized as a Leader by
Everest Group in its inaugural DevOps PEAK Matrix. Capgemini’s wide range of DevOps services are built to
break down the silos within which many businesses still continue to operate. We are committed to helping
our customers in their journey to improve their IT agility and user experience; our end to end DevOps
capabilities support organizations to drive innovation and enable collaboration that delivers applications
faster, with higher quality, and reduced cost.”
Noting the important role that DevOps plays in applications management, Gopalakrishnan Krishnamurthi,
Capgemini’s Group offering Leader for ADMNext said: “Our prime focus in ADMnext is an industry specific
and insights driven approach to transformation. Here, DevOps fortifies the benefits by leveraging the Cloud
platform and Microservices to provide business agility and time to market. Due to its vast nature,
Capgemini’s ADM engagements have become the lynchpin in laying out enterprise Agile and DevOps for our
customers.”
“Enterprises are increasingly embracing DevOps to enhance their business performance by accelerating
software time-to-market. We see enterprises across different stages of maturity challenged by siloed
adoption, change management issues, and the lack of skilled talent to drive full value realization from
DevOps. Capgemini’s range of DevOps solutions enables it to meet enterprise demands across different
levels of maturity. It leverages a flexible approach to drive client satisfaction,” said Yugal Joshi, Vice
President, Everest Group.
The DevOps Services assessment highlights that leading service providers are leveraging Artificial
Intelligence to make substantial business impacts and are helping enterprises to enable enhanced
stakeholder and developer experience by incorporating a feedback mechanism in the DevOps lifecycle.
To access a custom version of the report, please click here:

The PEAK Matrix is a framework to assess the relative market success and overall capability of service providers. Service pro viders are
positioned on the PEAK Matrix based on evaluation across two key dimensions: market impact measured by the market adoption, portfolio
mix, and value delivered, and vision & capability measured by vision and strategy, delivery footprint, innovation and investm ents, and
scope of services offered.
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About Capgemini
A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront
of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital
and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini
enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services from strategy to
operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of technology comes from and
through people. It is a multicultural company of over 200,000 team members in more than 40 countries.
The Group reported 2018 global revenues of EUR 13.2 billion.
Visit us at www.capgemini.com. People matter, results count.
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